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Navia Robotics and Nuwa Robotics

announce partnership aimed at

transforming the hospitality and

healthcare industries with advanced

robotic solutions.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 21, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Navia Robotics

and Nuwa Robotics, two leading

innovators in the field of service

robotics, are excited to announce a

strategic partnership aimed at

transforming the hospitality and healthcare industries with advanced robotic solutions. This

collaboration combines the strengths and expertise of both companies to deliver state-of-the-art

service robots that enhance operational efficiency, guest experience, patient service and care.

We are thrilled to partner

with Nuwa Robotics, a

company that shares our

vision for the future of

service robotics. Together,

we will be able to offer

unparalleled robotic

solutions for new industries”

Peter Kim, CTO of Navia

Robotics

Navia Robotics, renowned for its extensive expertise across

various industries, has been a trailblazer in deploying

cobots that seamlessly integrate into various service

environments. Their robots are designed to perform a

multitude of tasks such as room service delivery, cleaning,

and guest assistance in hotels, as well as transportation of

medical supplies and patient support in healthcare

settings.

Nuwa Robotics, a pioneer in creating interactive and

intelligent robots, has a strong foothold in developing

humanoid robots that excel in communication and

interaction. Nuwa's robots are equipped with sophisticated AI that enables them to understand

and respond to human emotions, making them ideal for roles that require a high level of

engagement, such as concierge services and patient interaction.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Navia Robotics Hospital Robots - Different
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Key Highlights of the Partnership:

Integrated Solutions: The partnership

will focus on developing integrated

robotic solutions that leverage Navia’s

expertise in tailoring deployment and

Nuwa’s interactive AI technology. These

solutions aim to provide a seamless

and engaging experience for users in

both the hospitality and medical

sectors.

Enhanced Operational Efficiency: By

combining their respective

technologies, Navia and Nuwa will

create robots capable of performing a

wider range of tasks with greater

precision and efficiency. This will

enable businesses to streamline their

operations, reduce costs, and improve

service delivery. Models such as Kebbi

and Collibot will be customized for the

specific needs of clients in various lines

of business.

Improved Customer and Patient

Experience: The collaborative robots

will enhance customer experiences in

hotels by offering personalized and

efficient service, while in medical

settings, hospital robots will support

healthcare professionals and provide

comforting interaction to patients,

improving overall patient care and

satisfaction.

Research and Development: The

partnership will invest in joint R&D

initiatives to push the boundaries of service robotics. This includes exploring new applications,

improving existing technologies, and ensuring the highest standards of safety and reliability

while tackling scenarios others find too challenging.

https://www.naviarobotics.com/collibot.php
https://www.naviarobotics.com/collibot.php
https://www.naviarobotics.com/health-care.php
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Executive Quotes:

“We are thrilled to partner with Nuwa

Robotics, a company that shares our

vision for the future of service robotics.

Together, we will be able to offer

unparalleled robotic solutions that not

only meet the needs of our customers

but also set new standards in the

industry,” said Peter Kim, CTO of Navia Robotics.

“This partnership marks a significant milestone in the evolution of service cobotics. By combining

our hardware expertise with Navia’s, we are poised to deliver robots that are not only highly

functional but also deeply intuitive and engaging,” added Leo Guo, CEO of Nuwa Robotics.

About Navia Robotics

Navia Robotics is a robotics development company that possesses vast expertise in both

automation hardware and software. With a deep understanding of the inefficiencies prevalent in

the hospitality and medical industries, both before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, Navia

Robotics collaborated closely with numerous facilities operating under diverse business models

and located in different geographical areas and serving a variety of industries. This allowed them

to meticulously refine their service to support the market's needs.

For all inquiries and to join in on the dining experience of the future, please refer to the contact

below to get in touch with Navia Robotics.

Annie Kim

Navia Robotics

+1 562-450-0100

email us here

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/713248734
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